High-efficiency dual labeling of influenza virus for single-virus imaging.
Many viruses invade host cells by entering the cells and releasing their genome for replication, which are remarkable incidents for viral infection. Therefore, the viral internal and external components should be simultaneously labeled and dynamically tracked at single-virus level for further understanding viral infection mechanisms. However, most of the previously reported methods have very low labeling efficiency and require considerable time and effort, which is laborious and inconvenient for researchers. In this work, we report a general strategy to high-efficiently label viral envelope and genome for single-virus imaging with quantum dots (QDs) and Syto 82, respectively. It was found that nearly all viral envelopes could be labeled with QDs with superior stability, which makes it possible to realize global and long-term tracking of single virus in individual cells. Effectively labeling their genome with Syto 82, about 90% of QDs-labeled viruses could be used to monitor the viral genome signal, which may provide valuable information for deeply studying viral genome transport. This is very important and meaningful to investigate the viral infection mechanism. Our labeling strategy has advantage in commonality, convenience and efficiency, which is expected to be widely used in biological research.